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Nuclear Energy Enabling Technologies: 
Advanced Sensors and Instrumentation

Vision
Develop advanced sensors and instrumentation technologies 
that address critical technology gaps for monitoring and 
controlling advanced reactors and fuel cycle facilities
Goals
Support DOE-NE R&D programmatic needs 

• Fuel & material studies, integral tests
Provide new capabilities for measurement and control 

• Sensors for harsh environments, advanced control capabilities, fault 
tolerant operations

Address R&D needs for successful deployment 
• Digital technology qualification, advanced operational concepts

www.energy.gov/ne
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The vision of the ASI program is develop new sensors and instrumentation to address technology gaps for monitoring and controlling reactors and fuel cycle facilitiesOur goals are to Provide the NE R&D programs with I&C capabilities to support their reactor or fuel cycle development such as in-pile instrumentation for fuels and materials testing necessary to qualify them for commercial deployment.Provide new innovative measuring and controls capabilities such as sensors for harsh environments, advanced control capabilities, and fault tolerant operationsHelp address R&D needs for successful deployment of new technologies such as digital technology qualification, to move from analog to digital technology, advanced operational concepts, and focused demonstration of advanced technologies to provide science-level evidence for regulatory acceptance.Here is the cover of our annual summary, which contains summaries of the current ASI projects.  The latest one is available on our NE website.



Advanced Sensors and Instrumentation Program Areas

R&D Topics NE R&D Program Priorities
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This slide shows how our research is organized to support the Department of Energy’s (DOE) Office of Nuclear Energy’s (NE) mission to advance U.S. nuclear power in order to meet the nation's energy needs by: 1) enhancing the long-term viability and competitiveness of the existing U.S. reactor fleet; 2) developing an advanced reactor pipeline, and, 3) implementing and maintaining the national strategic fuel cycle and supply chain infrastructure. We have 4 areas:Advanced Sensors to develop a fundamental understanding of sensors performance and to improve physical measurements accuracy and reduce uncertainty	Digital Monitoring and Control to provide increases in control system performance and self calibration capabilities	Nuclear Plant Communication looking for advanced communication technologies that support greater data generation and transmission demands, while maintaining reliability, resilience, and data securityAdvanced Concepts of operation to develop and test higher integral control system architectures, where new human and system interaction is defined   Since we are a crosscutting program our goal is to fund research that is applicable to multiple reactors or fuel cycle application. For this year’s solicitation, we will be requesting proposals in the areas identified during the Digital Environment Workshop that was held in June 2018.  For more information on this workshop, please visit the GAIN website at GAIN.INL.GOV under Workshops.This year we have 3 subtopics under NEET-2, 1 topic under NEET-3, and 1 topic under NSUF 1.1, which I will cover next.



NEET-2.1: STATE OF THE ART I&C TECHNOLOGIES

Challenge: Design and develop state of the art I&C technologies for 
advanced control rooms and plant control and protection systems 

Objectives:
 Reduce I&C testing, validation and verification efforts associated with licensing 

requirements for common cause failure, design basis accidents, and cybersecurity, 
through methods that would support advance reactor safety features, such as passive 
safety. 

 Rad-Harden electronics for digital based components. (e.g. PLC and FPGAs)
 Automate and enhance plant operation, such as remote operations or single control 

room workstation.
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The first topic is looking for state of the art I&C technologies for control rooms and plant control and protection systems.  The goal is to reduce license requirements for testing, validations, and verifications for new reactors that have designed safety features such as passive systems.We need more research on rad-harden electronics for digital components that can be used in new reactors – e.g. _______________________We want to automate and enhance plant operations such that plant can be monitored from outside or consolidate functions into a one control room station, thus reducing the operation cost.Overall we are looking for technologies that can streamlining and simplifying the design process for safety and non-safety related systems to afford improvements in maintenance, operation, and long term costs of managing the plant.  It should also result in improved reliability and operation in the control room, including staffing efficiencies.



NEET-2.2: ADVANCED ONLINE MONITORING AND DIAGNOSTICS 
TECHNOLOGIES

Challenge: Develop and demonstrate advanced online monitoring 
for nuclear plant operation and maintenance to be integrated into 
advanced nuclear reactor designs 

Objectives:
 Demonstrate an optimal balance between cost and plant performance through a cost-

benefit analysis for achieving reliability, availability, maintainability, and security. 
 Integrate predictive analytics and risk informed condition monitoring, with business 

process applications, which would enable a transformational approach to supply 
chain and asset management.
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The second topic is looking for advanced online monitoring for nuclear plant operation and maintenatce that can improve system performance, reliability, economics, and security.  - We are looking for applications that provide a cost-benefit analysis- We want research and demonstration of the integrated predictive analytics and risk informed condition monitoring system, that will take nuclear into the future.  Examples of this include new types of digital technologies that are beyond what can be accomplished today by either conventional analog technologies, or existing digital systems.  For example, more resilient systems that anticipate the behavior of plant systems and react accordingly to manage system performance can avoid disturbances that result from systems that are designed to operate only at ‘steady state’ output; physics and model based control systems may be appropriate for some systems that can be modeled and managed more efficiently by advanced model-based control technologies.



NEET-2.3: ADVANCED SENSORS AND COMMUNICATION

Challenge: Develop and demonstrate new sensors and 
instrumentation for advanced plant control, data analytics, and 
nuclear applications for advanced reactors

Objectives:
 Develop advanced instrumentation and communication of data located in high 

temperature, high radiation reactor cores found in advanced reactors.
 Develop smart multimodal measurement devices to measure unique and 

complementary parameters simultaneously.
 Develop new or unique application of materials for sensor development that 

support monitoring, controls, and communications within harsh nuclear reactor 
environments.  
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The third topic is looking for new sensors and instrumentation technology for nuclear plants that can survive the harsh environment. We want multiple and complimentary measurements.We also be interested in material development or application specifically for nuclear sensors applications   



NEET-2.3: ADVANCED SENSORS AND COMMUNICATION (CONT.)

 Develop new radiation resistant sensors, not currently under development, for 
measurement of: 

• Local radiation and temperature (e.g. solid-state detectors, diamond thermistors)
• Dimensional changes (specifically diameter and volume) and crack propagation,
• Material properties, such as thermal conductivity, mechanical properties, thermal 

expansion, etc.)
• Fission gas release (pressure and composition).
• Other in-core parameters important to reactor safety and/or fuel performance.
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We are also interested in new radiation resistant measurement sensors that can support in-pile or in-core measurement such as local radiation and temperature, dimensional changes, material properties, fission gas releases for example.



NEET-3 Digital/Electronic Nuclear Field Support Technology

Challenge: Conceptual design applications for innovative 
technology for digital/electronic field support systems for nuclear 
facilities

Objectives:
 New integrated and seamless technologies able to enhance current state of the art at 

nuclear facilities for real time measurements such as:
• Visual inspections and accountability
• Area radiation monitoring via remote monitoring or as part of personnel dosimetry
• Access and location monitoring – personnel access and security tracking
• Field worker “Head Up Display” to provide design/engineering information

 Provide a plan for technology development and demonstration
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The NEET-3 topic is looking for conceptual design applications to digitaly/electronical support nuclear facilities field activities.  We are looking for integrated and seamless applications for real-time measurements.  Examples are digital cameras integrated in goggles or safety glasses, radiation sensors integrated in shoes or gloves, location sensors added to ids or dosimeters, engineering information in visual goggles similar to google glases.Since this is more like a Phase 1 feasibility demonstration, we are requesting applicants to provide a plan for the next phase of technology testing and demonstration.



Challenge: Conduct irradiation testing and post-irradiation examinations of 
1) advanced materials for sensors, or 2) advanced sensors for nuclear 
applications

Successful Applications will include:
A description of the materials/sensors 
Irradiation and post irradiation examination needs 
The role of the materials in new sensors, controls, communications or 
associated applications
The purpose and application of the developed sensor in nuclear energy systems
Note: This funding does not support research and development activities to 
develop materials or sensors, but rather the cost associated with the irradiation of 
sensors and materials

NSUF 1.1 TOPIC: Testing of Advanced Materials or Advanced Sensors for 
Nuclear Applications 
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Now switching areas in the solicitation, under the Nuclear Science User Facilities (NSUF) 1 workscopes, all applications accepted will be for projects coupling R&D with NSUF access. The one in my area is listed as NSUF 1.1 Topic and is looking for proposals in two areas:  Advanced Materials for Sensors.  Opportunity to test any materials that are proposed for advanced sensors for survivability and performance in nuclear environment.  Please provide a description of the materials; what irradiation and post irradiation examination are needed; and how these materials would benefit new sensors and applications.  Advanced Sensors.  Opportunity to test advanced sensors and associated instrumentation for nuclear energy applications.  Again, please provide a description of the sensor, what irradiation and post irradiation are needed; and the purpose and application of this sensor. Please note that this is an opportunity to test your developed materials or sensors, in an irradiated environment and document your results.  It does not support new R&D.



Summary of ASI Proposals Expectations
Research shall improve and advance ASI technologies to 

• enable advances in nuclear reactor and fuel cycle system development
• enhance economic competitiveness for nuclear power plants
• promote a high level of nuclear safety  

Organizations performing this research will be expected to produce concepts, 
techniques, capabilities, and equipment that are or can be demonstrated in 
simulated or laboratory test bed environments representative of nuclear plant 
applications
Successful applications will describe truly innovative and crosscutting sensors and 

instrumentation that offer the potential for revolutionary gains in reactor and fuel 
cycle performance and that can be applied to multiple reactor designs and fuel cycle 
concepts

I&C technologies are a vital key to enabling the expansion of 
clean, safe and economical nuclear power
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In conclusion, some expectations for this FOAAs you plan for your proposal, I want to stress out that we are looking for:Advanced I&C technologies that will support reactor and fuel cycle development and deploymentImproved economics and safetyDemonstration of proposed technologies in a setting that represents the nuclear power industryInnovative and revolutionary crosscutting technology that can be applied to multiple reactor designs and fuel cycle concepts



Contact Information

• Federal Program Manager – Suibel Schuppner 
suibel.schuppner@nuclear.energy.gov

• Technical Lead for ASI (NEET-2 and NEET-3) – Craig Primer 
craig.primer@inl.gov

• Technical Lead for In-Pile Instrumentation (NSUF 1.1) –
Brenden Heidrich brenden.heidrich@inl.gov
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Craig Primer and Brenden Heindrich from the Idaho National Laboratory are the technical leads for these areas and are available to help answer technical questions. Here is our contact information, please send us an e-mail with any additional questions.Are there any questions?Thank you.
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